
dB-SERC lunch – Formative Assessment – Discussion summary 

Great suggestion regarding assessment of students’ understanding scientific papers: 

• Students given the same set of questions to answer about each paper 
o The questions are related to bloom’s taxonomy and they will gradually increase in 

difficulty (i.e., question 1 basic, question 10 very involved) 
o In the beginning, students will only be able to answer the first few questions, but as 

time goes by they will be able to answer more and more questions 
• This is a great form of formative assessment because it communicates goals clearly to students 

(I expect that you will be able to answer each of these questions) and, it helps them track their 
progress and realize how much they have learned 

It was brought up that a new set of standards for pharmacy students recently was published and how 
these standards emphasize skills. Among other things, the standards make the point that problems with 
fixed answers may not be enough (especially for pharmacy students who may have to determine the 
optimal course of medication for a person with a specific ailment and patient/medication history). 

Self-assessment was also mentioned because what you (instructor) see in a response may not be what 
students see.  

Abstract writing 

• Students given a paper with the abstract missing and they need to write an abstract 
• This is an very important skill and this exercise is a great way to develop it 

Notebook keeping for bio lab students 

• First few entries are not graded, BUT students are given rubrics and feedback after being shown 
examples 

• (guessing here) for the first few entries, students are also shown examples of good notebook 
keeping from other students 

• Students also do presentations 
• Giving a notebook from one student to another  entry must be clear in order for someone 

else to understand what was done 

This notebook keeping method could be improved in the following ways: 

• More peer review because feedback from peers can be very valuable 
• Assessments of metacognition  thinking about the process 

o Look back at your own notebook entries  how difficult is it to understand and use the 
information 

Using happy/sad face index cards 



• Each student has one happy one sad index card that they can fill out for each class (probably not 
every student fills one out for each class) 

o Happy face: what was good about the lecture, easy to understand, interesting 
 Can also include activities they would like to do (or liked) 

o Sad face: what was difficult to understand in the lecture, or something that student did 
not like about it 
 Can also include activities they didn’t like 

• Muddiest point feedback (maybe students can fill something out and hand out at end of class, or 
write email about) 

o This can be muddies point in the reading for example 
• A method of getting feedback using a point system was also discussed (students are given 

stickers worth 1, 4, 7, 10 points) that they can add to different activities (i.e., at the front of the 
room there’s big card with different activities done and students can put stickers on cards with 
different activities) 

o This quantifies what worked, what students want to do 
o This formative assessment method is most likely not feasible for a large class, but could 

be great for a small one 

 


